Notes and Brief Reports
Reduced Benefit Awards to Retired
Workers: Measuring Extent of Early
. Retirement*
I;ntil 1956 all applicants for old-age (retiredworker) benefits under the social security program were required to be at least age 65. The
1956 amendments provided that women retiring
at age 62 could receive actuarially
reduced benefits, and benefits at a reduced rate were made
available by the 1961 amendments to men retiring
as early as age 62.’ The reduction in the benefit
amount is based on the number of months before
age 65 that benefits are claimed and is a permanent one (except that the amount is refigured
at age 65 and adjusted to take account of any
months the benefit was not paid because the beneficiary was working or for other reasons).
publishes data regularly
in
The I~T~~I'IN
table Q-6 (March, June, September, December)
on the number and amount of benefits awarded
to persons who have elected early entitlement to
benefits. The table also shows such awards as a
percent of all awards to retired workers-an
overall measure of the proportion
of workers
who accept a small benefit amount in order to
get it, sooner.
The data published in table Q-R show that an
increasingly
larger proportion
of women retirees
have chosen early retirement
and the smaller
benefit. Reduced benefit awards to retired women
workers rose from more than 53 percent of all
retirement awards to women in 1957 to 68 percent
in 1964. Toward the end of 1965, the percentage
of women with awards at full-benefit
rates rose
sharply.
About half the men retiring since 1961 have
chosen to apply for reduced benetits before age
65, according to table Q-6. The proportion electing early retirement, was relatively stable till the
*Prepared by Harry Mhulman, Division of Statistics
(OASDI).
1 The 195G amendments also lowered to 62 the minimum age for receipt of benefits for wives (with a reduced
amount), widows, and female parents of insured workers.
The 1965 amendments made it possible for widows to
elect to receive a reduced benefit at age 60.
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last quarter of 1965. Then the percentage of
aI\-ards made to men at reduced rates showed a
substantial decline.
l$%h the initiation
of health insurance for the
aged under the 1965 amendment’s, it became necessary for insured persons aged 65 and over, who
were not already beneficiaries, to establish theil
entitlement
to benefits in order to be eligible for ’
hospital benefits. As a consequence, the number
of persons filing applications before actual retirement showed a marked increase in 1965.
It is this influx of persons to the program rolls
that, accounts for the recent. substantial increases
in the number of benefit awards. It has also
had the result that a clear picture of the relationship of early-retirement
awards to all retiredworker awards camlot be obtained unless certain
adjustments
are made in the total number of
retirement benefit, awards. Even before the enactment of the health insurance program, the
total number of these awards included many that
were made to persons not actually retiring
or
that, did not involve a choice between early and
normal retirement.
This note presents data for 1963-65 on the
number and average amount of reduced and total
awards to retired workers that have been adjusted to make it possible to gauge more accurately the effect of the early retirement options. The
tables sho~v adjusted data on total awards that
exclude (1) awards made when a disabled worker’s benefit is converted to a retirement benefit at
age 65, (2) awards made to persons aged 72 and
over entitled under the transitional
insured-status
provisions of the 1965 amendments, and (3) those
not involving retirement at the time of award (in
oonclitional
or deferred-payment
status).
Disability
benefit conversions are made when
the person receiving a benefit because of disability
reaches age 65 ; his benefit is no longer counted
as a disability
benefit and the payment (usually
the same amount) is made from the old-age and
survivors
insurance trust fund instead of the
disability insurance trust fund. Retirement benefit awards of this type are not additions to the
beneficiary rolls but, a shift from one beneficiary
type to another.
Persons added to the rolls as a result of the
transitional
insured-status
provisions are a special category of beneficiaries
(aged 72 or over
and without enough coverage under the program
W
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43.3
50.2
33.R
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145,758
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176,830
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1 Excludes awards in conditional and deferred-payment status, those
representing conversion of disability teneflts to retired-worker tent&s on
heneflriary’s attainment of age 65, and, in 1965,those based on transitional
nsln’cd status under the Social Scrurity Amendments of 196s.

to qualify

97,359 . ..____.._.
87,817 _._......_.
18,389
161,392
54,433 . .._......__
18,389
106,909

and their benefit

$35.

-111 eligible persons who file an applicat,ion for
benefits receive a benefit award, but, because of
the retirement test, in the law, no benefit payments
;Ire made if they continue to work and the award
one. Awards may also
becomes a ‘bconditional”
be “deferred 7” with payment to begin at some
tletinite date in the future-generally
because
work deductions based on estimated earnings fol
the current year must be imposed. Even before
t.he health insurance program was enacted, many
persons applied for and received conditionalIjayment awards on account of the advantages of
being on the beneficiary rolls. When earnings no
longer disqualify
the individual
from receiving
his benefit, for example, the award can be shifted
quickly to payment status.
( ‘onsiderable
time elapses between the dat,e
the conditional-payment
award is granted and the
date t,he benefit becomes payable. LMost, deferredpayment awards are normally payable within a
short, time aft,er the date of award; in adjusting
t,he data, t,hese awards might reasonably have
been left. in. Data on deferred-payment
awards

Women
__27,339 _____. ._ __
25,343 _.._....___.
43,424
23,336
15,568 . ..___....._
27,856
23,336

9.071
9,652
13.500

264,132
264,211
262,785
170,376
92,409

64.4
67.8
59.8
67.1
49.8

70.7
74.5
73.1
74.3
71.1

” For 1965,essentially currently payable awards.
J Includes a small numtw of awards in conditional and deferred-payment
status.

are not. available, by sex, however, except in combinat.ion with those in conditional-payment
status.
Since the latter type of award is far more numerous, the results are not greatly affected by the
exclusion of the deferred-payment
awards.
When the necessary adjust,ments in the awards
data are made, the proportion
of reduced retirement. benefit awards to women is seen to fluctuate
between 71 and 74 percent during the period
1963-65 (table 1). For men, the proportion
is
60 percent in 1963 and 62 percent in 1964 and
1965. Thus it, appears that nearly 3 out of 4
women applied for benefits and 3 out of 5 men
chose retirement before age 65 despit.e the reduced
benefit. rates. The unadjusted data for 1965 had
indicated that. 60 percent of the women chose
early benefits and 43 percent of the men. The
difference in the adjusted and unadjusted data
emphasizes the growth in the number of persons
on the rolls with conditional awards-individuals
applying for benefits solely to qualify for health
insurance benefits.
Several points are clear from the data in table
2 on t,he average amount awarded. Not surprisingly, since lifetime taxable earnings of women
SOCIAL SECURITY
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benefit award to retired workers, by reduction status, 1963-65 1
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’ Seefootnotesto table 1.

are lower on the average than those of men,
average benefits awarded to women are consistently

smaller

than

those

for

men.

Compari-

sons of the reduced and unreduced
benefit rates,
part.icularly
for 1965, makes it clear that the
amounts of conditional
and deferred-payment
awards are considerably higher than unreduced
awards that are currently
payable. Obviously,
high earnings are associated with continuation
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